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Circus 2017

Information:

Name: Circus

Theme: Circus/Carneval

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

3 flippers
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4 pop bumpers

2 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

3 ramps

1-bank spot target (1)

2-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank spot targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Circus 2017 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
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Worst arkanoid i have ever played. First up - well done \u4eff\u751f\u68a6 Personal Studio for doing this without help.

-------------------------------------------------------------

I have changed my review to positive. I'm having a lot of fun with the game, setting up many laser cannons to defend against the
'Scorpion Beasts and Trolls of Tang'.

It's still in Alpha mode, so I hope the game grows and develops more.

It's not a polished game for sure, but it has a certain charm to it.. Cons:
Plot essentially non-existent.
Diolog is terrible.
Gameplay is all right but nothing to write home about.
Even for Pixel Art, it's not very good.

Pros:
There's a power up called "Farts" that lets your "ball" fart on command.

Conclusion:
10/10, would fart again.. I bought this game for its name. The screenshots did a bit to persuade me, too, but the name was the
main reason. It felt fresh and mysterious. It promised a story.
A story it did deliver -- and a surprisingly dark and sad one for a puzzle with a cute art style. Delivered in a minimalistic way,
through brief scraps of dialogue between the levels, it manages to paint not just the main characters and their uneasy
relationship, but also do some sci-fi worldbuilding, and lead the story to a satisfying conclusion. It's surprising how the
developers did so much with so little.. This game has been super fun! All the various piece sets and rules are nifty as heck! The
powerups and shuffles and stuff are all nice options to make the game fresh and unique and how do I make lines with tetrikings,
daniel,

Legit Critique: Some of the menus are wonky as heck, like if you play in a windowed mode too small the Global Chat box covers up
the Start button, and windowed mode isn't like, inherently supported in the menu? (I had to alt-enter and manually drag the window
smaller.) Making windowed actually built-in to the menu options and fixing the elements overlapping would be nice?

Having some form of handicap system, like making one person's lines count for less garbage than another, would be really nice; my
best friend has bad spatial awareness when it comes to tetris-style games, and me being faster just means he gets so much garbage
he can't even begin to play. I can go out of my way to slow myself down, but having some form of handicap settings for how much
battle-garbage happens?

Or even a per-player ruleset system would be cool as hell! Like if my piece-set was Pentominos, and his was classic, or even just, he
could only muck my board and I couldn't muck his, that'd be stellar!

I'm excited to see this game continue growing, and thanks to Simpleflips' video for turning me towards this game. <3. I like the
concept knowing it gives me a Puzzles and Dragons vibes cross with Pokemon-esque based creatures. However there are things that
makes this game hard to enjoy. One thing that bugged me first was that I couldn't change the screen resolution, which is a pretty
minor issue that can be fixed. There is no exit button or quit game button unless you're in a dungeon. That kind of sucks when you
have players who have no idea on how to escape and want to do something else, that can cause a wave of frustration. Now the
major issue I have with this game is the audio settings. I turned them down because they were too loud for me, but it didn't do
anything. Music worked fine but anything that contained a sound clip never muted and both of them were at zero percent. I love
sound when applied to games but not when they can give you constant headaches and can't be turned off properly.. Really great for
someone who is just starting off an proffesionals. Persoanlly I use it for messing around but im sure it could be turned into so much
more. If you are looking for a good music editing\/making software I would most deffinetly suggest this.. Great mini game. It will
improve in the next following years that's for sure.. Scourge: Outbreak is a generic third person shooter that borrows its design from
Killzone, Gears of War, Mass Effect and Dead Space.
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That said, what it does it does well and the game runs on even older machines reasonably well. There's the "two weapons and
grenade" weapon style that has become standard, and none of the weapons so far have been anything besides standard style.

Enemies are dull design wise but smart enough to blind fire from cover, charge when in groups and take cover or hide from you if
you're advancing.

Squad AI isn't the best but they've never actively hindered me and if I do get downed they're quick enough to pick me up without
putting themselves in danger.

The voice acting is okay, it's very 80s action movie so if that's your kind of thing you're in for a treat.

Graphics are servicable I can tell what things are even if textures can be a bit muddied.

Also the game was free because of owning the original episodes now pulled from Steam so the devs are really cool.. game plays like
it's made by a 10 year old on summer break. stale memes everywhere! not that it's garbage, but it definitely isnt worth the full price,
even if it's for sale on 75% off
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If you look at any reviews for this game, you'll get the impression that it's a neat idea and there might be a great game in there
somewhere, but it's not ready yet. That about sums it up. I love Stoic and I'm excited whenever they put something out, but pass
on this one for now. If there is an update that fixes some of the control issues, namely
1) the ability to que up actions while paused,
2) the ability to move the camera while paused,
3) the ability to cycle through selected characters easier (maybe binding them to 1,2,3, and 4?),
and/or
4) the ability to at least rebind controls,
then I would pay $20 for this again, maybe more.. If you are trying to get into the Yakuza series DO NOT start with Yakuza 0.
Yakuza Kiwami is a far better game and a better starting point for new players.

Do not get me wrong the game is great but it is very much a game for fans.
If you are not a fan many you will not understands many of the references and
callbacks to previous instalments.

The game also has a very very slow starts it takes about 13 hours of straight story
missions for the plot to start getting interesting. And even then most of the dialogue
throughout the game is bloated and overlong.

The combat is good (not as good as in Kiwami), striking a balance between the simplicity
of combat systems like the ones in the Arkham series and the depth of more complex action
games like Devil May Cry or Bayonetta. Tough the combat can be rather frustrating at the
beginning before you acquire some core upgrades.
I must also say I do not like the fact that upgrades are bought with cash instead of
experience points like in previous Yakuza games. Which means you will always be
low on cash and some of the late game upgrades require a ridiculous amount of
cash to buy and you will have to grind a lot to unlock those.

The game also includes an incredibly large amount of minigames, but you are not really
incentivised to play them so I ignored most of them.

That being said the game's conclusion is very satisfying and it definitely leaves you
wanting more Yakuza.. How is it possible, that this piece of buggy mess was released as a full game?! I cant even bring myself
to write a comprehensive review on this, I am just so angry I wasted my money on the "game". Please, before buying this, realy
realy consider doing so, you might as well be flushing your money down the toilet and you will probably have more fun.. Hard
and frustrating to play, but you get a great feeling of accomplishment when you beat it. I recommend it if you like hard games..
This is a great game. Well it's early days yet but I would say that this is the most intense and challenging so far. Stacks of units,
wide sweeping vistas plenty of scope for flanking movements and tactics.

So you are probably guessing that I 'm impressed, yes I am ! I'm not claiming to be a Napoleon butt the AI pulled a flanking
movement on me that got me running around like a headless chicken. So five stars from me.. The game is unplayable for me.
The game forces your mouse to be inverted so it's impossible to fly the plane.. The new Dwarf faction is a terrible faction to
play... The rune system make game play super passive. Didn't have fun playing this expansion AT ALL.
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